6.7l cummins turbo

Best of Diesel is reader-supported. When you buy through links on our site, we may earn an
affiliate commission. Now that the world is shifting toward greater environmental protection,
people across the globe are going for turbos for their vehicles. The 6. These not only improve
the functioning of your vehicle, but they also help the environment. If you want to know all the
major details about 6. Read on for our reviews of the premier options on the market.
Comparison of the Best 6. A turbo is one of the best ways of going green while you are out on
the roads. It not only helps you save the environment, but also ensures a safer driving
experience for you. Here are some of the major tasks that a turbo performs. The major purpose
of a turbo, or turbocharger, is to make the consumption of fuel-efficient. It does so by
decreasing the waste of fuel and making sure it burns fully. The exhaust gas goes back in the
diesel engine, and the unburnt diesel gets to burn fully. This leads to a more efficient
consumption of fuel, helping you save money and natural resources at the same time. Another
important function of a turbo is to convert your vehicle's exhaust gases from toxic to less
harmful. This is more like a catalytic convertor, as it redirects the unburnt carbons in the
exhaust gases back to the engine. There, they burn under pressure, and only the fully burnt
carbons get to escape through the outlet. A turbo works as an altitude compensator, as well. On
high altitudes, there is a sudden shift in air pressure, and it affects the ability of the engine to
burn diesel. This is something that a turbo avoids by ensuring consistent air pressure in the
engine. In order to enjoy the maximum power of your 6. A lot of people fail to buy the right one,
and then they get disappointed. Here are some features you have to consider to avoid making
the same mistake. Fuel economy should be your major priority when you buy a turbo for your 6.
The consumption of fuel should be much lower as compared to the distance covered. This
directly affects the amount of money you will have to spend on fuel. This is why you have to
take it seriously. All diesel engines have a specific air to fuel ratio, which should stay in
balance. The air is usually 14 parts to 1 part fuel in ratio to make sure that there are no
accidents. To make the best choice in this regard, you should compare the airflow in cubic feet
per minute and the amount of energy in horsepower. Ideally, the ratio would be cfm airflow to
horsepower. The amount of noise produced by the turbos also affects your driving experience.
So, you should go for turbochargers which have the lowest noise production. This will save you
and others from unnecessary disturbance. Before we get any further, here are our the Best 6. As
you are looking for the best turbo for 6. Here are the best models that the market has at present.
Look through them and see which one appeals to you the most. What Recent Buyers Report
Recent buyers had a good experience with this remanufactured turbocharger. They loved how it
worked for their The power provided by the engine after its addition impressed them further.
They also liked the billet compressor as it was a refreshing change from the previous turbos.
Why it Stands Out to Us We find it unique due to its horsepower energy generation. This makes
the turbo well-suited for engines that operate on high powers. The fuel economy of this model is
also quite high, which amazes us further. It improves the mileage of the engine along with the
air pressure balance. It asks for lesser maintenance, which makes it an even better choice for
modern users. Bottom Line The bottom line on this is that it is one of the most ultra-powerful
turbochargers on the market. It has high functioning turbines and valves, which improve airflow
as well as fuel consumption. So, this is up for the hardest tasks that you put on it, making it
highly reliable. They found it to be working better than their expectations as it had a new billet
upgrade. They liked it for being so quiet and smoothly operational as well. Why it Stands Out to
Us Its actuator makes it stand out to us the most as it improves its functioning a lot. The added
boost and power that it causes is appreciable and reliable. We also find its MPG and fuel
economy quite attractive. Who Will Use This Most This is most useful for those who are always
traveling around and need to have a very efficient engine. It spools so fast that it causes no time
wastage or delays. It is also so powerful and heavy-duty that it never lets drivers down. Bottom
Line In our opinion, this is one of the most suitable turbocharger options for It is as high
powered as the engines themselves, making for an ideal pair. Thus, going for it could be a wise
decision on your part. They loved it for the ballistic compressor wheel as it improved the
performance of the turbo. This, in addition to its high compatibility with 6. Why it Stands Out to
Us The Screamer turbocharger distinguished itself from others with the help of its 12 blade
system. It has a very fast operation without making any noise. The airflow brought about by it is
another great feature that we like. Who Will Use This Most This is most suitable for those who
have had prior experience of using turbochargers. The power surge is quite amazing, but
sometimes it can be too much. You must be able to identify it when you see it. So, it is better for
those who need to have a turbocharger upgrade. Bottom Line To sum up, it is a great
turbocharger choice if you have been looking for something smooth and modern. It is
exceptionally fast and has a great rate of airflow. All this is sure to win you over if you have a
compatible engine. What Recent Buyers Report This remanufactured turbocharger became a hit

among those who bought it lately. Buyers loved it for its appropriate and thoughtful sizing. It fits
almost all engines from , which makes it an even better option. The turbo is so efficient that it
can change your whole driving experience. Its actuators are fully replaceable, which makes us
like it even more. In addition, the month warranty is a big plus. Who Will Use This Most The
people who have cab or chassis type installation requirements will use this the most. It has
greater compatibility for them than other forms of engines or pickup models. It is also great for
high altitude zones as it maintains extraordinary air pressures even on mountains. Bottom Line
In our expert opinion, this turbocharger is well worth your money if you choose to invest in it. It
is going to be very helpful in situations where you feel like your engine might give up on you.
This is because it has so much power that it will strengthen your engine as well. It imparts
greater power and boost to the engine, which the drivers love. This is something that even most
other do not have. This, combined with the PSI operating range of , makes us more attracted to
it. It has a simple layout, which is so easy to install that even newbies can do it. It is great also
because it has a quick and safe spooling as well. Bottom Line To conclude, this is one of the
best options for â€” engines by 6. It has very smooth turbines and great airflow, which make it
an ideal choice. Installing a turbo in your 6. There are going to be a lot of positive changes
which you will love. However, there can be some problems too. Here are the pros and cons you
can expect from a new turbo installation in your Cummins engine. With a new turbo in your 6.
This is something that all turbo users have welcomed and liked. One of the many perks of
turbochargers is the increase in fuel efficiency. Turbochargers are incredible when it comes to
power to engine size ratio. They increase the power of the engine so much without any
significant increase in the size of the engine itself. With a high-quality turbo, you will have a
much quieter operation of the engine. This is because there is more even burning of fuel, and
the engine stays healthy too. The only downside to turbochargers is the instant surge in the
power of the engine. This is welcomed to some extent, but it can lead to instability of engine
functioning as well. So, make sure that you compare the specifications of the engine and
turbochargers to avoid anything like this. Replacing a 6. Just follow these steps, and you will be
all set. All in all, investing in a new turbocharger for your 6. It will enhance the power of the
engine without any modifications or size adjustments in it. It will also help you save cash on
fuel prices as well. So, for the sake of safer environment and better fuel economy, we encourage
you to go ahead and get one of the turbos above for your vehicle. Sean comes from the forums
actually and drives an OBS Ford. He writes fantastic DIYs and knows his way around a camera,
too. We keep him caffeinated and away from DPF filters to avoid another rant about recent
emissions restrictions. Best 6. Remanufactured Variable Geometry Turbo. What Purpose Does a
Turbo Serve? Efficient Fuel Consumption The major purpose of a turbo, or turbocharger, is to
make the consumption of fuel-efficient. Conversion of Exhaust Gases Another important
function of a turbo is to convert your vehicle's exhaust gases from toxic to less harmful.
Altitude Compensation A turbo works as an altitude compensator, as well. How to Choose a
Turbo for a 6. Battery Fuel Economy Fuel economy should be your major priority when you buy
a turbo for your 6. Airflow Requirement All diesel engines have a specific air to fuel ratio, which
should stay in balance. Noise Production The amount of noise produced by the turbos also
affects your driving experience. Top 3 Models - Best 6. Review of the Best Turbos for 6.
Remanufactured Variable Geometry Turbo â€” Pros and Cons of Installing a Turbo in Your 6.
Pros Lesser Lag With a new turbo in your 6. More Fuel Efficiency One of the many perks of
turbochargers is the increase in fuel efficiency. Ideal Size Turbochargers are incredible when it
comes to power to engine size ratio. Quieter Operation With a high-quality turbo, you will have a
much quieter operation of the engine. Cons Instant Power Surges The only downside to
turbochargers is the instant surge in the power of the engine. How to Replace a 6. Begin by
disconnecting the negative battery cables from both batteries. Then you need to disconnect the
air intake sensor. Remove the clamps from the intake tube and the hold-down nut. Remove the
passenger side wheel loosen the clamps on stock exhaust downpipe. Remove the freeze plug
and put in an O-ring at the drain nipple. Disconnect the plugs, which lead to the heater core.
Afterward, remove the coolant hoses and then find the protective heat wrap and cover the heat
shield. Now, install the boot compressor housing outlet and slide it into place along with the
compressor cover. Now install the boot clamps and tighten at the wheel. Now secure the oil
feed lines in place and then install the downpipe. Then bring in the turbine blanket and fix the
sensor in place. Finally, reconnect the exhaust to the downpipe. Connect the battery cables
again and re-install the wheel well. If you find these steps hard to follow, this video can help
make it clearer for you! Conclusion All in all, investing in a new turbocharger for your 6. Related
Buyer Guides. My Full Bio. Our Top Pick. Remanufactured Variable Geometry Turbo Has very
aptly sized bearings in it Delivers optimum boost levels of RPMs Best remanufactured
turbocharger for - engines. Best of Diesel is reader-supported. When you buy through links on
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turbocharger for - engines. With the release of the 6. One of the key mechanics of a Cummins
engine was also totally redesigned, the turbo. With the 6. The Holset VGT uses a turbine stage

where the swallowing capacity is automatically varied while the engine is running. This permits
turbine power to be set, providing sufficient energy to drive the compressor at the desired
boost level wherever the engine is operating. This is achieved by varying the area of a "nozzle",
which is a set of guide vanes that control the flow of exhaust gas through the turbine.
Conventional designs pivot the vanes to achieve different nozzle areas, such as on the Duramax
trucks. The Holset VGT is different in that the vanes do not pivot side to side, but slide front to
back, which ensures a high level of durability and reliability less moving parts. The sliding
nozzle ring changes the opening through which the exhaust gases flow onto the turbine wheel.
This change in the geometry of the turbo increases the boost as the nozzle is closed down.
Reducing the opening increases exhaust manifold pressure and increases the turbo's speed. As
the nozzle ring opens up, the exhaust pressure reduces and the boost decreases. However, as
with all things, there are pitfalls of new technology, especially when other things are altered.
One issue that has become clear on these new trucks is that with even the few moving parts
within the Holset VGT, they are susceptible to becoming "gummed up" due to excessive soot
levels, causing the nozzle to become stuck in a single position. Also, as with all things "stock,"
they are only capable of so much, and in this case, airflow. We offer an entire arsenal of not only
stock OEM replacement turbos, but also upgraded VGT and even non-VGT replacements to
completely eliminate the chances of soot contamination. Whether you just need a well-built
stock replacement, or a set of compound chargers to support over rear wheel horsepower, we
have you covered. As always, if you have any questions about which turbo is right for you, do
not hesitate to give us a call and we would be more than happy to help! Search Cart 0. Turbos Turbo Accessories Hide Filters Hide Filters. BD Electronic Boost Builder Description FAQ's.
Your Cart. Parts for Dodge 5. Product Compare 0. Show: 25 48 50 75 Brand: Cummins Part
Number: Commonly used on Dodge 5. This drain tube is longer than stock to reach the turbo in
the higher-mounted position. This can also be used on Dodge 5. Add to Wish List Compare this
Product. Stock length 12 Inch with bend turbo drain tube for the Dodge 5. Cummins: Turbo
Boost Control Elbow Dodge 5. One quick twist of the allen screw is all it takes. For Less Boost
Pressure, Turn screw out. For More Boost Pressure, Turn screw.. Turbo to Manifold Mounting
Studs. Turbo to Manifold mounting studs with flange head nuts. Please make sure you choose
the cor.. OEM Cummins turbo oil feed line. Cummins part Number 5 in image only Brand:
Cummins Part Number: 2x Two fittings either side of turbo oil feed line. Cummins part number
Oil inlet fitting. The same fitting screws into the turbo housing and the oil filter housing on
Dodge 5. This is designed to work with the stock turbo oil feed line. Brand: Cummins Part
Number: x4. Does NOT include studs. Cummisn part number: Cummins Aluminum Turbo Drain
Adapter. The Cummins Turbo Drain Tube Adapter is made from high quality aluminum and
anodized black for a superior appearance. It fits into the block like the factory drain tube, but
allows you to use high quality AN hose to route your turbo drain. Comes complete with o-rings.
Fleece Performance pa.. For use with 5. The flexible design allow.. The tube is braided stainless
steel for durability on the exterior, and corrugate teflon tubing for flow and maximum flexibility.
The fittings are aluminum with black anodize and come complete with o-ri.. Cummins: Picture
for representation only Brand: Source Automotive Part Number: Overall length approximately
12", Made of Stainless Steel. Includes clamps and section of 12" silicone hose. T-Rex part
number: 6. Part Number: This is to put a Seals for turbo feed line fittings. Number 8 in image
only Featuring an extra flexible, smooth bore teflon hose, this feed line kit includes high quality
AN fittings and is a simple bolt-on replacement. Replacement OEM turbo mount stud. Takes 4
studs for complete set. Number 4 in Image Wastegate Resistor, needed for the installation of an
aftermarket turbo on a 3rd generation Dodge Cummins.. Does NOT include nuts. BD Adjustable
Wastegate Kit. BD's adjustable Waste Gate Kits keep the bypass valve closed, raising boost
levels for increased performance and helping to prevent waste gate "creep". These kits include
stainless steel brackets, a high temperature resistant Nomex diaphragm with a heavier spring,
and, Turnbuckle for precise boost p.. Flexible stainless steel turbo oil drain. New longer length
allows use with our 6. Brand: Cummins Part Number: x2. Includes:2x Drain tube to turbo bolts number 2 from image only. Ever wonder if you have a boost leak or you know you have one, but
can't find it? We finally have the tool needed to locate all boost leaks, no matter how small in
minutes. This is a great tool to use anytime you have opened the system for anything. Even the
smallest of leaks lbs can cause trem.. Wastegate Solenoid Plug Cap - This is commonly done by
those modifying their factory turbo especially when installing a compound turbocharger.. The
sole job of the spring wastegate actuator, is to act as a pressure relief valve that controls the
turbocharger boost output. The main parts of an actuator are the spring and adjusting bolt, the
spring holds the wastegate shut until the turbo is delivering a predetermined boost level and
then ope.. Rather than drilling and tapping factory components; you can install the Boost Bolt
Adapter in place of a factory intake plate bolt. You grab your favorite beverage, you start

working on your rig and things are going great. You're pulling off parts and then BAM Many of
the vehicles we work on in today's world are made so that the average guy can't do the work wi..
Made from billet aluminum, the ada.. Replacement OEM turbo mount nuts. Takes 4 for a
complete set. Number 5 in Image Everything in image included. Part numbers - 6 x2 - 2 or 7
Depending on which one your ESN requires x2 - 1 - 4 - Turbo drain elbow. Inserts in block above
oil pan. Part numbers - 3 ONLY.. These kits includes a high temperature resistant Nomex
diaphragm with a heavier spring and locking jam nut for precise boost pressure sett.. Banks
Bighead Wastegate Actuator Fleece Performance 5. Cookie Notice. Our website uses cookies to
enhance your shopping experience. Continued use of our website gives us your consent for the
use of cookies during your visit. Please view our privacy policy to see how these cookies are
used. The 6. A VGT turbo has many advantages such as a decrease in turbo lag while taking off
from a stop, integrated exhaust braking, and infinite adjustment to load demand while driving.
However, the downside to this turbo is a common failure that the turbo sees. VGT is offered in
all-new diesel pickups, and each manufacturer controls their turbo in their own way, but the
common function is to control the exhaust housing size, which in turn will control how much
exhaust pressure is forced to turn the turbine wheel of the turbocharger. Put your finger over
the end of the hose, and you can get it to shoot halfway across your lawn. As the steel ring
rotates, the vanes move closer or further from the turbine wheel inside the housing creating
more or less pressure between your engine and your turbo. This is controlled by an electric
actuator on your turbocharger that controls the movement of this steel ring - this actuator is
monitored by your engine's computer system. When you take off from a stoplight, the vanes are
pushed tight against the wheel forcing all the exhaust pressure to drive the exhaust turbine.
This is actually how the integrated exhaust brake works on the Cummins engine. Typically, we
see two common issues with the VGT on the Cummins engine; either your steel ring inside the
turbo gets stuck or the actuator fails and cannot communicate with the computer anymore. This
can cause any number of issues on your Cummins but the most common thing we hear is that
the customer is having an issue with their exhaust brake. Either a sudden loss of their exhaust
brake or their exhaust brake will stay activated even when accelerating. This can very quickly
cause a blown headgasket as all that pressure needs to go somewhere! A lot of times people
will want to take the turbo out, split it apart, and clean the steel ring and housing. This can help
for sure, but most of the time it will not permanently fix the issue. This can buy some time, but
do you really want to pay someone to pull a turbo out and then 2 or 3 months down the road,
pull it out again to install a new one? Now for the painful part! These turbochargers have some
great features, but it comes at a price. Sure, the actuators have been updated, and yes, they are
working better now but a replacement turbocharger is not bulletproof. We have seen these fail
as well. Fortunately, a few companies have released a variety of different turbochargers that are
a direct replacement for your stock VGT. What one do you choose? Well, it depends on a few
different factors. Check out Some Replacements. Your first option is the upgraded VGT that will
drop right in place of your stock turbo, but give you increased performance and longevity. Both
great options and they are priced a little over the stock replacement and come with a core
charge, which you will get back when you send in your failed turbo back. The other option out
there, which many companies offer a kit for, is to get rid of the VGT design and install a fixed
geometry turbo as the old 5. With the custom tuning available today, if you pick the right sized
turbo, these kits will spool up as quickly as stock, but perform much better in the top end. The
fixed geometry turbocharger also creates much less exhaust pressure and will drop your
exhaust gas temperatures significantly. These kits are very popular, but the different turbo
options can make it a bit confusing when making your decision. Everyone wants to have a big
turbo, but nobody wants to deal with the downside of going too big. By buying an oversized
turbo for your application, you will actually lose performance and increase exhaust
temperatures. This kit replaces the exhaust manifold and turbo, but bolts right up to the existing
exhaust. They offer everything from a 61mm up to a 69mm turbo with different exhaust housing
options in each size. The different exhaust housings are as simple as this the lower the number,
the tighter the housing, which means quicker spool up, but less flow at wide-open throttle. The
higher the number, means slower spool up, but better flow at wide-open throttle. The exhaust
options will be listed in an AR number, normally 0. The SXE turbo would be a great replacement
for a completely stock truck looking to a bit of extra horsepower, but not much. The SXE is for
the guy who wants to upgrade his injectors, maybe race his truck on the weekend but still wants
to tow his camper. This turbo will be a little bit slower to spool than stock, but still an efficient
all-around setup. Most companies are now making kits to set up your turbo the same way they
fit in the 5. The exhaust manifold from a 98 truck will bolt right up to your or anything in
between. So they replace the manifold, supply a turbo and a new downpipe to mate to your
existing exhaust. Just like the 3 rd gen style kits, these ones are offered with a variety of

different turbo options just like above. Essentially, they will work just the same, but they come
with a few more parts as the turbo sits in a completely different spot. You will need to replace
some coolant lines, new oil lines to the turbo, new air intake, intercooler piping, exhaust pipe,
etc. Fleece Performance has developed an electric exhaust brake that will connect to your 2 nd
Gen style turbo and work with the factory button on the dash. You will still get the nice features
of the stock programming, like quick warmup in the morning and the brake will kick off in the
event of wheel slip through the ABS computer. BD Diesel also offers turbo-mounted and
remotely mounted exhaust brakes that can be integrated with the factory controls. Both
systems work very well and can come in very close to the same price as a stock replacement
turbo. This is a lot of info compressed into a few pages, but hopefully, you will find it helpful
when it comes time to upgrade or replace your 6. With all the options out there, it can be
overwhelming and difficult to make the right choice but no matter what you are looking to get
out of your truck, there is a perfect option out there for you. If there is any further information
you need to know, you can always call us, and we can help guide you through the process of
replacing the turbocharger on your 6. Dirty Diesel Customs is a full-service performance diesel
shop based in Kelowna, B. We pride ourselves on quality work, unmatched customer service,
and a team that lives and breathes diesel performance. By Jordan March 01, How it works VGT
is offered in all-new diesel pickups, and each manufacturer controls their turbo in their own
way, but the common function is to control the exhaust housing size, which in turn will control
how much exhaust pressure is forced to turn the turbine wheel of the turbocharger. What fails?
Can I fix it? How much is this going to cost? No more VGT The other option out there, which
many companies offer a kit for, is to get rid of the VGT design and install a fixed geometry turbo
as the old 5. Adding an Exhaust Brake. Let us know below! Articles Duramax Powerstroke
Cummins. Worldwide Shipping! Give your Dodge truck maximum power with the proper
Cummins turbocharger. These engine components work by compressing air into the cylinders.
This allows the engine to use more fuel, giving your truck more power. We carry a variety of 6.
Wanting to add
chevy trailblazer ignition switch
4l30e shift solenoid test
etrailer parts
a turbo, a 2nd Gen Swap, or get lower EGT's and faster spools from a new and improved
turbocharger for you're 6. You've come to the right place! Check out our selection of 6. Factory
Replacement Turbochargers - Dodge 6. We have a great selection of turbochargers for your 6.
From Holset we offer both NEW and remanufactured options as well as the actuator on its own.
We also offer turbochargers from On the 2nd Gen trucks the turbocharger is mounted on the
middle ATS offers kits for BD - Performance Turbochargers - Dodge 6. Whether you're looking
for a mild turbo replacement for your stock turbocharger to just get a little better Fleece
Performance Turbochargers - Dodge 6. Featuring the Fleece Performance exclusive 63mm FMW
compressor wheel and a high flow turbine wheel; this Industrial Injection - Performance
Turbochargers - Dodge 6. Whether you're looking for a mild turbo replacement for your stock
turbocharger to just get a Turbocharger Accessories - Dodge 6. Password Forgot Password?

